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f only in adversity do we find clarity, then what do
model to commission brokerage. It is good for the
we do when we can no longer sell the promise of
investor, it is good for the financial advisor, and it is
extraordinary returns? We are only now just beginning
good for the industry. Commission brokerage only
to appreciate Warren Buffett's observation in late 1999
works well when there is performance to sell. Thus,
just before the market turned downward when he
only in the adversity of a sustained market downturn is
suggested the private capital markets were valuing
there clarity. It becomes clear to the investor, the
companies in the same industry at one-third of the price
advisor and their firm that a highly disciplined, longthat their publicly traded
term, fee-based approach to
counterparts were trading.
adding value, proven in the
"Why would one pay
Buffett noted, "Why would
institutional markets, is
one pay three times more for
three times more for essential for their continued
a company in the public
success.
a company in the
trading markets when supeLet's all hope the market
rior performing companies
downturn is short-lived, and
public trading
in the same industry in the
the markets will bounce
markets when
private capital markets can
back with the almost immebe acquired for one-third the
economic recovery
superior performing diate
price?"
now underway. But the
Essentially the pricing of
companies in the same signs are clear that the
securities in public trading
extraordinary returns of the
industry in the
markets had become disconpast 20 years cannot be
nected from the fundasustained and keep our
private capital
mental economic value its
equity markets healthy. A
markets can be
earnings would command as
sustained downward correca private enterprise. Even
tion is in order. This is a
acquired for onetoday, after a significant
moment of truth for the
downturn, we are still
larger financial services
third the price?" −
trading at a 30 P/E which is
industry which ultimately
Warren
Buffett
twice the historical P/E of
represents
significant
16, because earnings have
industry-redefining chalfallen faster than price. Thus, if the public trading
lenges on every front. If we hope for the best and plan
markets are to remain healthy, the market correction is
for the worst, it would be difficult to argue that adding
far from being complete, and it may well take a while
value through addressing and managing a broad range
for the market to recover. Yet, in this first sustained
of investment and administrative values as required by
market downturn in 20 years, if the commission broker
regulatory mandate under UPIA, ERISA and MPERS
is going to continue to get paid, he is in the awkward
would not be in the investor's, the advisor's, the firm's
position of not only having to continue to make investand the industry's best interests. This is particularly true
ment recommendations without the promise of the
with the transparency of the internet. It would be selfextraordinary returns of the immediate past. These
defeating not to add value. Yet, only 4% of the financial
recommendations have to be made without the benefit
advisors at the major wirehouses that have built their
of a rising market which may negate the soundest look.
entire practices around high level, expert advice (and
In the adversity of a sustained market downturn, the
account for 70% of on-going consulting revenues) and
clarity of getting paid not to make investment recomonly one-half of 1% of all financial advisors in the
mendations makes imminent sense. The engagement of
larger financial services industry, are capable of
one's professional investment and administrative
providing high level, comprehensive, expert advice.
counsel to address and manage a broad range of investHow will the financial services industry make this
ment and managing values for an on-going advisory
important transition from commission sales to adding
fee becomes an overwhelmingly preferable business
value through fee-based advice?
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In this difficult market environment, the
12 months, which rank it first among all U.S.
personally create a composite performance
multiple discipline account (MDA) where there
asset management firms in net asset inflows.
report on all five managers because each
are multiple managed accounts in one account,
By virtue of MDAs becoming the hottest
manager only reports on the portion of the
is an important key for a large number of finaninvestment vehicle within the U.S. asset
investment mandate they are responsible for.
cial advisors to adapt their business around
management industry hungry for a way to grow
Most brokerage firms do not offer composite
adding value through multiple manager portassets in a down market, we have found a
quarterly reports that incorporate multiple
folio construction. Working within a commismeans to develop the skill set of the financial
managers and multiple investment vehicles.
sion brokerage culture, the financial advisor
advisor necessary to add value through
Third, the advisor also assumes responsibility
learns how to construct highly customizable
multiple portfolio construction.
for coordinating, directing and managing the
multi-manager investment portfolios which is
With the MDA, for the first time, the
five separate account managers in executing a
not only the skill set necessary to add value but
extraordinary asset management capability of
cohesive investment strategy as outlined in the
intellectually takes the commission broker
institutional asset managers to add value is
investment policy statement created by the
deep into the investment process through which
harnessed and translated through the financial
advisor. They must make sure one widely held
value is added. Because MDAs have originated
advisor in terms specifically meaningful to
stock holding among the five managers does
as a product from the proprietary asset manageeach investor in one client account. Today, if a
not make up 25% of the total portfolio. They
ment division of a major U.S.
must execute a sophisticated tax planbrokerage firm, it is totally consistent
ning strategy for each client harvesting
In this difficult market
with today's product management orgatax losses and maximizing capital
environment, the multiple
nizational structure and culture, yet to
gains. They must make sure each MDA
succeed it requires the financial advisor
complements the core holdings of each
discipline account (MDA)
to directly or indirectly to add value
client and reflects each client's specific
through multiple manager portfolio
instructions. They must monitor trade
where there are multiple
construction. The MDA does not
execution cost to assure best execution
managed accounts in one
require significant cultural, structural
and to aggressively manage the overall
or technological changes on the part of
cost structure of the investment portaccount, is an important
the commission brokerage firm in
folio. Managing this level of detail is
key for a large number of
order for a large number of brokers to
why only 4% of the financial advisors
develop the fundamental services
financial advisors to adapt at the major wirehouses generate 70%
necessary to add value. The MDA is
of the managed account revenues. They
their business around
the manifestation of how asset managehave had to build and structure their
ment firms must evolve to assure the
entire practices around multiple
adding value through
highest level of value they add can be
manager portfolio construction which
multiple manager portfolio drives their investment management
actually achieved and realized by each
investor through financial advisors.
consulting practice. The MDA resolves
construction
When the MDA achieves broad market
all these issues, and in doing so, opens
acceptance, then more sophisticated
the flood gates for high level, compreforms of portfolio construction and advice
financial advisor wanted to construct an instituhensive, expert advice.
become more readily deliverable, and the depth
tional quality multiple managers investment
First, by the MDA reducing the account
and breadth of investment and administrative
portfolio with separately managed accounts, it
minimums to as low as $25,000 at Merrill
values being addressed and managed become
would be a daunting task. Consider the
Lynch and $50,000 at Salomon Smith Barney,
key points of differentiation for the financial
complexity. First, assuming a $100,000 investthe market for high level advice is expanded
advisor. Thus, through MDAs, the financial
ment minimum for each managed account and
five or six times. There are only two million
services industry will have the means to quietly
assuming five managers as a minimum for
households in the U.S. that have $500,000 or
evolved to a much higher level of counsel. For
creating an investment strategy well-suited to
more in liquid investable assets, but there are
those who believe high level advice is implauthe client's objectives (as outlined by the
15 million U.S. households with more than
sible to deliver en masse in a commission
client's statement of investment policy), the
$100,000 in liquid investable assets where feebrokerage environment, you just have to look
advisor would only be able to work with
based advice becomes economically viable for
at CitiGroup Asset Management, the originator
investors with $500,000 or more to invest. This
the financial advisor. By incorporating five or
of MDAs and owners of the MDA name. We
limits the application of institutional quality
more managed account managers in a MDA,
are at the early beginnings of this transformamoney managers to more discerning, high-end
the market for high level, comprehensive,
tion. CitiGroup Asset Management has just had
clients with the most assets. Second, in a multiexpert advice is grown by a factor of five or six
a $15 billion net inflow of assets in its MDAs
manager portfolio, the advisor assumes
times. One could argue whether mutual funds
through Salomon Smith Barney over the past
onerous reporting responsibility by having to
would be a better option for heretofore retail
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investors, but it would be rendered moot by the
finding that it is rare in an objective manager
search that a retail mutual fund has the style
discipline, performance and cost structure
which would make it a competitive option
within its investment management style peer
group of leading managed account managers.
Second, by having 4-6 managers in one
MDA account, a composite performance report
can be electronically generated each quarter,
each week, each day for that matter − materially reducing the labor-intensity of the advisor
personally having to create each quarter a
composite performance monitor incorporating
all of the managed account managers within the
MDA for each client. To the chagrin of
the financial advisor, the Excel spreadsheet has become the most prevalent
performance reporting technology within
the industry because the industry has yet
to figure out a way to generate performance reports incorporating multiple
managed accounts, must less all the
client's assets necessary in order to add
value. Thus, in the MDA reporting technology are the seeds of more comprehensive reporting. An even more elegant
web-based reporting solution will eventually evolve by popular demand which
will incorporate all the client's assets and
liabilities, going far beyond managed
accounts. But until it does, the MDA
makes it far easier for the financial advisor to
report on multiple managed account mangers
that comprise a multiple discipline account. By
extension, the MDA is creating demand for a
more comprehensive reporting technology. The
MDAs reduction in the labor-intensity of
constructing and reporting on multiple
manager investment portfolios removes a huge
barrier to entry for the vast majority of the
advisors who want to add value for their
clients. These advisors do not have people
resources on staff within their practices or the
interest in diverting valuable time from
working with clients to performing less
rewarding administrative tasks like creating
their own composite performance monitors for
every client each quarter. No one wants to have
to use an Excel spreadsheet to create their own
composite performance monitor using their
own methodology which is fraught with great
opportunity for mistakes. Only the most
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passionate and adept advisors in adding value
go to those lengths; these are the senior
consultants who constitute just one-half of 1%
of all financial advisors but who advise 25% of
all U.S. assets.
Third, the MDA interjects a third level of
portfolio management to complement the
managed account managers and the financial
advisor, that allows a far higher degree detail to
be professionally managed within the MDA
than is presently possible for the vast majority
of financial advisors to achieve on their own.
This third level of portfolio management that
the MDA brings through the financial advisor
to the client level makes sure that:

The strategic
implications of the MDA
are profound as it
influences how the
financial services
industry support
structure naturally
evolves around the
thesis of adding value
• The portfolio has no undue concentration of
a widely held holdings among the multiple
managers in the MDA, that would constitute
an undue concentration in a stock. This provides an uncommon degree of oversight in
constructing a multiple manager portfolio.
The MDA provides for a better balanced
investment strategy than mutual funds can
provide and that advisors can typically provide on their own initiative.
• The third level of portfolio management
structured in a MDA provides a far more
disciplined approach to harvesting tax losses and maximizing capital gains among
multiple managers within the MDA than is
possible with most financial advisors. This
introduces a well-conceived, professional
discipline to manage tax efficiency.
• The third level of asset management in the
MDA allows the MDA to be managed as a
complementary investment strategy around

a client's core holding which may be tied to
an options strategy or restricted stock,
which morphs the financial advisor into providing far more sophistication with an MDA
than they possibly could on their own.
• The third level of asset management introduced by the MDA also aggressively manages trading cost by routing and crossing
buy-and-sell orders and by routing orders
into blocks.
The MDA shifts the focus of the financial
advisor and the client to investment strategy
designed to achieve the client's goals and
objectives in the context of a larger investment
process which provides a discipline through
which value is added. Rather than
discussing the specific stock positions of
each manager within the MDA, the
financial advisor will focus on managing
investment values like risk, return, tax
efficiency and liquidity as required under
UPIA, ERISA and MPERS. In moving
toward multi-manager portfolio
construction, it becomes clear that it is
what you do with the investment products − or process − that adds the value,
not the investment products themselves.
Thus, the six financial service (asset
study, investment policy, strategic asset
allocation, manager search and selection,
performance monitor, and tactical asset
allocation) investment process used to
create investment strategy becomes the
primary means through which advisors add
value.
The strategic implications of the MDA are
profound as it influences how the financial
services industry support structure naturally
evolves around the thesis of adding value. The
capital markets value recurring fee revenues
derived from investment management
consulting three times more than commission
revenues. The slow evolution from a product
management organizational structure to a
process management organizational structure
will cut firm's operating cost in half or more,
increase earnings and margins, and expand
their earning multiple by a factor of three − all
while empowering the financial advisor to
deliver an unprecedented level of professional
investment counsel. All this is particularly
welcome in a difficult market and operating
environment.
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The MDA is an important transitional
product because it puts into play much of the
machinery necessary for the financial advisor
to add value. From the composite managed
account reporting of the MDA will evolve
aggregated account information on all the
client's assets and liabilities, which will beget a
virtual, real-time balance sheet and income
statement, and total account transparency,
which ultimately demands value to be added.
But the MDA is more than that because it interjects another level of asset management that
empowers financial advisors to, in effect,
manage a level of detail they do not wish to
involve themselves, yet is essential to adding
material value. But most importantly, the MDA
simplifies many of the technical aspects of
adding value, allows the advisor to spend more
time with the client to evolve investment policy
and strategy. The MDA is not an all-end solution; it doesn't incorporate all the client's assets
and liabilities necessary in order to add value.
Thus, it is not a complete client reporting
system nor does it incorporate investment
policy. So, it has neither the front end or the
back end of the investment process. But as an
investment vehicle, the MDA is in the middle
of the investment process, entailing multiple
manager portfolio construction. As such, it
becomes an important catalyst that will facilitate the industry and its financial advisors to
fully leverage through process and technology.
Even when the industry introduces far more
sophisticated forms of investment policy and
performance reporting tied to portfolio
management technology, the MDA will still be
the core holding of most investor portfolios
with more than $100,000 on assets because it
represents the most flexible and customizable
element of the portfolio. A financial advisor
cannot influence how a mutual fund portfolio is
managed nor can an investor. Because a mutual
fund is a 1940 act company governed by a
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prospectus, it, by definition, cannot be
investor-specific in how it manages money.
Thus, the core of a client's account will always
be a MDA because it gives the advisor and the
client ultimate control of portfolio holdings.
Those who would suggest that a mutual
fund or managed account wrap fee program is
an MDA do not fully understand how important
the third level of asset management introduced
by the MDA is to the financial advisor in
managing a level of detail essential to adding
value. As a consequence, they do not understand how much more sophisticated a MDA is
relative to a wrap fee program or the technological superiority of a MDA relative to a wrap fee
program. Nor do they understand how the
MDA takes the financial advisor far deeper into
the investment process than a wrap fee program
and facilitates a far higher level of value added
than a wrap fee program.
The MDA puts the natural competitive
forces of a free enterprise system into play as
the industry makes the transition from product
distribution through commission sales to
adding value through the fee-based advice.
Many of the industry's most difficult cultural,
structural and technological challenges associated with adding value will reconcile themselves with the advent of MDAs. MDAs trigger
a course of events that will forever change the
culture, structure and technology of the
industry. In greatly elevating the level of
professional investment and administrative
counsel provided, the MDA is one of the most
important product breakthroughs of recent
years. The MDA redefines and reshapes the
course of the financial services industry around
adding value through multiple manager portfolio construction. This is the fundamental skill
set required for a large number of brokers to
successfully engage their professional investment and administrative counsel for an ongoing industry fee. 
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